
 

Walking with Jesus: Term Four 
 

 

The Aim of the Unit 
This Unit of Study ‘Walking with Jesus’ will continue from where we left off in term three. We will continue exploring 
how to think and live as Christ-followers where we have been placed. So far, we have seen via the gospels; how 
Jesus Christ related to those He came into contact with, as revealed His reason for being on earth. He is now heading 
toward Jerusalem and the struggles that lay ahead of Him. As we continue walking with Him, we will learn how to 
grow through our struggles. 

We have been looking at what does it mean to live as Christ-followers. This is something that the first Christ-followers 
needed to learn as they walked with Jesus. We will continue walking with Him as we read through the gospel stories 
together, listening to what the Holy Spirit is saying to us today, and obeying Him.  

This Unit of Study will use a method of imparting information, class discussion and interaction, some practical 
application and response. This Unit of Study aims to explain what it means to walk with Jesus daily. One of PenCC’s 
primary goals is to “Develop a pathway for discipling, connecting and equipping for daily life and understanding the 
Truth about God”. Ask yourself if you are fluent in your daily walk with Jesus. 
 

Program, Costs & Requirements for the Unit 

This journey of discovery towards understanding growing close to Christ will run from 7.30-9pm over 6 Wednesdays. It 
will start on Wednesday night, 16th of Oct 2019. The unit cost will be $5.00 per week, a total of $30.00 for the Unit. 
Come with an eager heart and mind ready to discover divine nuggets. You will need your Bible, something to write 
with and something to write on, or your iPad or laptop. 

The PenCC Mission Statement: 
To be able to “actively engage in reaching and renewing people through the message of the gospel of Jesus Christ to 

see them equipped, empowered, and released as reproducing disciples”. 
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